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ABSTRACT

Cloud-drift winds have been produced from geostationary satellite data in the Western Hemisphere since the
early 1970s. During the early years, winds were used as an aid for the short-term forecaster in an era when numerical
forecasts were often of questionable quality, especially over oceanic regions. Increased computing resources over
the last two decades have led to significant advances in the performance of numerical forecast models. As a result,
continental forecasts now stand to gain little from the inspection or assimilation of cloud-drift wind fields. However,
the oceanic data void remains, and although numerical forecasts in such areas have improved, they still suffer from
a lack of in situ observations. During the same two decades, the quality of geostationary satellite data has improved
considerably, and the cloud-drift wind production process has also benefited from increased computing power. As a
result, fully automated wind production is now possible, yielding cloud-drift winds whose quality and quantity is
sufficient to add useful information to numerical model forecasts in oceanic and coastal regions. This article will
detail the automated cloud-drift wind production process, as operated by the National Environmental Satellite Data
and Information Service within the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
1. Introduction

Throughout the 1970s and early 1980s, cloudmotion winds were produced within the National
Environmental Satellite Data and Information Service
(NESDIS) using a combination of automated and
manual techniques (Young 1975; Green et al. 1975).
Early automated techniques (Leese et al. 1971) supplied quality low-level vectors but often yielded inconsistent quality for mid- and high-level motions.
This 'picture-triplet" algorithm continues to be run
automatically by NESDIS to produce low-level winds.
To determine mid- and high-level winds, operators
displayed loops of geostationary imagery within sev4
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eral sectors of the full disk, selected suitable targets
on the first image, and followed them manually
through subsequent images. Heights and vector displacements were computed automatically and displayed graphically over the imagery for inspection,
but height assignment methodology was inaccurate
when applied to semi transparent cirrus. Operators
often made judgments on the height of tracers
based on their experience, and those manual cloud
heights were substituted into the final product.
In 1992, NESDIS began using the first version of
a new automated winds software package that was
developed by the Cooperative Institute for Meteorological Satellite Studies (CIMSS). It was now possible to produce a full-disk wind set without manual
intervention. Suitable tracers were automatically selected within the first image of the loop and heights
were assigned using several methods. The C0 -slicing algorithm (Menzel et al. 1983) enabled more accurate height assignment for semitransparent features
without operator input. The tracking of features in subsequent imagery was automated using advanced
pattern matching techniques (Merrill et al. 1991). It
was no longer necessary for operators to manually
2
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loop through imagery and "point and click" on features. Finally, an automated quality control algorithm,
the auto-editor (Hayden 1993), was implemented. The
auto-editor was initially supplemented with manual
editing. Normal operational procedure involved starting the automated software, plotting the results,
manually deleting vectors where appropriate, and then
selectively adding vectors to improve coverage.
Since 1992, CIMSS and NESDIS have changed
several aspects of the automated cloud-motion vector (CMV) software. New procedures have been introduced for the automated correction of navigation
inconsistencies within the imagery. Tracer selection methodology has been expanded to include
filtering of undesirable scenes. The H 0-intercept
method of assigning heights to semitransparent
tracers has replaced C0 -slicing. Faster computing
resources have enabled the use of more elaborate
pattern-matching routines and higher product density. And, very significantly, feedback from the
operational community has led directly to improvements in the automated editing procedure.
As a result of these improvements, fully automated
GOES-8/9 cloud-drift wind production became operational in early 1996. The winds are clearly superior
in both quality and quantity to any produced by previous geostationary platforms. The National Centers
for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) began accepting GOES-8/9 cloud-drift wind data as input to their
operational numerical models in March 1996.
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2 . Imagery registration

Registration is a measure of the consistency in
navigation between successive images. The winds
production process is much more sensitive to
changes in registration than to errors in absolute
earth location (i.e., navigation). For acceptable registration, land features such as coastlines must remain stationary from image to image within a
certain tolerance (Menzel and Purdom 1994).
The advent of a three-axis stabilized system with
GOES-8/9 has made navigation more challenging.
Nonrotating satellites are subject to differential heating, especially near local midnight, and the result is a
reduced ability to consistently navigate the imagery.
Local midnight for both GOES-8 (0600 UTC) and
GOES-9 (1200 UTC) falls within operational wind
production cycles. Furthermore, navigation problems
around local midnight are worsened during the peri1122

ods just before and just after satellite eclipse, which
occur near the time of solar equinox. The effects on
registration quality were apparent in early experimental GOES-8/9 winds processing, prompting NESDIS
to perform manual registration corrections. To date,
these corrections have been necessary for approximately 5%-10% of all winds generation cycles.
Automated registration quality control relieves the
burden of manual intervention by pattern matching land
features with the same techniques used in the automated cloud tracking algorithm (Merrill 1989). Initial
landmark locations are screened for cloud contamination using a spatial coherence analysis (Coakley and
Bretherton 1982). Each resulting landmark is sought
in subsequent imagery within a small spatial tolerance
using extremely tight correlation thresholds for determining successful matches; the tight correlation thresholds
act to further screen landmarks for cloud contamination. Undetected cloudy landmarks are eliminated by
an analysis of the mean registration deviations suggested by all successfully correlated landmarks. Up
to one-fourth of this landmark sample can be eliminated if gross differences from the originally suggested
mean deviation in registration occur and a new mean
is derived from the remainder. This check also guards
against cases in which the registration exhibits varying shifts in different regions of the image. If more
than one-fourth of the landmarks show a large amount
of scatter, less than five landmarks remain, or the diagnosed registration deviations are less than a predetermined tolerance, no correction is applied.
An example of the registration adjustments
generated by this software for 0600 UTC winds
production cycles during the early part of 1996
is shown in Fig. 1. Since 0600 UTC is closest to
local midnight for GOES-8, there is a loss of data
in the center of the series due to imagery blackout
periods during eclipse. Registration specifications
around local midnight for images that are 30 min
apart are 2.25 km in the north-south direction and
3.1 km in the east-west direction (Menzel and
Purdom 1994). For well over a week, the imagery
skipped to the west at least 3.5 km in the second image of the winds generation loop every day. Registration errors of this magnitude would lead to a
calculated wind speed error of approximately 2 m s
using the 30-min imagery interval. Thus, the automated registration quality control algo-rithm is an
important addition to cloud-drift wind production.
During development of this algorithm, only 400
x 400 pixel infrared window images centered over
_1
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the Baja Peninsula for GOES-8 and
GOES-9 were obtained. Even for this
small area, the software was successful
in diagnosing the quality of the imagery registration during winds production
cycles about 90% of the time, and corrections were suggested 5%-10% of the
time. The success rate varied depending
on the time of day. Operational implementation by the Forecast Products
Development Team of NESDIS will
utilize a global landmark set, and a
reregistration success rate of near 100%
is expected.
3. Tracer selection

FIG. 1. Daily registration shifts (km) between the 0415 and 0445 UTC Northern
Hemisphere GOES-8 images during 1996 as diagnosed by the automated registration quality control software. The solid line represents shifts in the north-south direction. The dashed line represents shifts in the east-west direction.

The initial tracer selection algorithm
located the highest pixel brightness
values for each target domain and
computed local gradients around those locations.
Any gradients greater than 15 out of a possible 256
brightness values were assigned as target locations.
In practice, the necessary gradient threshold was
almost always met and the targeting grid was very
coarse. The result was an extremely widespread and
uniform field of targets (Nieman et al. 1996a).
In the new tracer selection algorithm, gradients
are computed for each pixel and the maximum gradient within the target domain is chosen as a possible
tracer location. As before, tracers exhibiting a gradient in excess of 15 pixel brightness units are considered further. Tracers are then checked to make
sure they fall within a reasonable range of mean
pixel brightness (5-250) as a means of ensuring
that the imagery used contains no missing data.
All prospective targets also undergo a spatialcoherence analysis (Coakley and Bretherton 1982).
Data within the target domain are divided into 3 x
3 boxes and means and standard deviations of the
nine points within these boxes are computed (Fig.
2). Boxes having standard deviations below a given
threshold are deemed to be "coherent" and are analyzed
further with a two-dimensional clustering scheme to
obtain the mean brightness for any coherent clusters
(i.e., signals). Presently two checks are employed to
filter out unwanted targets. First, only two coherent
signals per target are allowed. The presence of more
than 20% of the coherent 3 x 3 boxes outside of
the two largest clusters represents a multideck
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scene. Cloud-height diagnosis for multideck scenes
is extremely difficult (Menzel et al. 1983; Nieman
et al. 1993) so they are eliminated. Second, scenes
are not allowed to be too coherent. If more than 80%
of the total number of 3 x 3 boxes within the target
domain exhibit a standard deviation of pixel brightness lower than three, the scene is deemed to be too
coherent and it fails to be a target. Scenes that are too
coherent typically represent uniform coastal features.
As a result of the spatial-coherence filtering, the
total number of targeting attempts within a given image can be increased significantly without any increase in the overall time necessary to process winds.
The time used to complete a spatial-coherence analysis for all prospective targets is offset by the time
saved by not having to track and assign heights to
undesirable targets. The field of targets resulting
from the new selection process (Nieman et al.
1996a) shows a higher density of tracers in desirable
locations and almost none in the large clear areas that
the previous selection algorithm often targeted.
4. Height assignment

a. Infrared window

Infrared window (IRW) sampling is the oldest
method of assigning heights to cloud-motion winds
(Fritz and Winston 1962). The window channel
brightness temperatures within the target area are
1123
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analyzed, and a mean value for the coldest 20% of
the sample is used to represent the temperature at
cloud top. This temperature is compared to a numerical forecast of the vertical temperature profile to arrive at the height of the cloud. Although this method
has serious problems in determining the heights of
semitransparent cirrus (Menzel et al. 1983), it remains a credible back-up procedure in the current
automated processing scheme when the more
elaborate height assignment methodologies fail.
b. C0

2

slicing

The C0 slicing algorithm (Menzel et al. 1983)
remains the most accurate and dependable means
2

of assigning heights to semitransparent tracers
(Nieman et al. 1993). As derived by Smith et al.
(1970), the ratio of the deviations in observed radiances, /?, and the corresponding clear air radiances, R for the IRW and C0 absorption bands
viewing the same field-of-view can be written as
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In (1), n is the cloud amount, E is
the emissivity for ice cloud, and R
is the Planck blackbody radiance for
opaque cloud as a function of cloudtop pressure (P ). Since the emissivities are approximately equal for the
IRW and C0 channels, the equation
can be solved to obtain the cloud-top
pressure. Clear-sky radiances are computed from the radiative transfer equation and a numerical forecast of the
vertical temperature and moisture profiles. The right-hand side of (1) is
computed for all possible cloud top
pressures, and the one best matching
the measured left-hand side of (1) is
chosen.
As applied to GOES-7 data, the
C0 slicing method is successful in
computing the heights of cloud tracers almost all of the time. Occasionally,
perhaps for 1% of all cases, the ratio
of IRW and C0 radiances cannot be
reliably calculated because the differences of the observed and clear radiances are within the noise level of the
instrument. For such instances, the
IRW method serves as a reliable
backup.
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c. H 0
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intercept

FIG. 2. Spatial coherence diagrams showing the mean versus standard
The absence of a C0 -absorption
deviation of pixel brightness counts for all unique 3 x 3 boxes in two target channel on the GOES-8/9 imagers has
domains. Target A represents a two-deck scene with warm and cold coherent necessitated the implementation of the
scenes at about 90 and 170 pixel brightness counts, respectively. Target B
represents a multideck scene, since a third coherent signal near the mean of 145 H 0-intercept algorithm (Schmetz
pixel brightness counts exists in between the surface signal at about 90 counts et al. 1993). Research by CIMSS durand the cloud at 180 counts.
ing the use of Meteosat-3 in the early
2
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1990s over the western Atlantic led directly to the
successful application of this methodology in the
operational GOES-8/9 NESDIS winds production
system. Comparisons of the two methods have
demonstrated that the H 0-intercept algorithm is
an adequate replacement (Nieman et al. 1993), especially for upper-level tracers.
The algorithm is predicated on the fact that the
radiances from a single-level cloud deck for two
spectral bands vary linearly with cloud amount.
Radiances from the infrared window and H 0absorption bands are measured and compared to
Planck blackbody radiances as a function of cloudtop pressure. A numerical forecast of temperature
and humidity profiles in the region is used for the
necessary radiative transfer calculations. Measured
and calculated radiances will agree for clear-sky
and opaque cloud conditions. The cloud-top height
is inferred from the linear extrapolation of measured radiances onto the calculated
curve of opaque cloud radiance (Fig. 3).
The measured radiances used to
infer the linear relationship between
the two bands are the average radiances for the cluster of clearest (warmest) fields of view and the cluster of
cloudiest (coldest) fields of view
within the observation area. If the calculated water vapor radiance for clear
sky is less than the measured water vapor radiance, the calculated water vapor radiances are adjusted to agree
with the measured and the difference
is attributed to an inaccurate transmittance used in the computation of clearcolumn radiance. Calculated warm
radiances that are greater than measured are not adjusted since the low
measurement may be the result of
cloud contamination.
2

2

ment for each tracer is determined first in order to
employ a representative numerical forecast of the
wind for predicting the position of the search domain on the second image. Pixels within the 15 x
15 targeting box on the initial image are compared
to pixels within the search domain on the second
image. For operational GOES-8/9 processing, the
search box is expanded by 21 lines and 37 elements. This accounts for oversampling and allows
a vector deviation from the forecast of just greater
than 45 m s in both the line and element directions. The sum of the squares of the pixel brightness differences for each box are obtained, and the
minimum is chosen as the best possible match. The
best match on the second image to features on the
first image yields a first vector. This procedure is
repeated with the third and second images to find
a second vector, but the successful first vector is
used to predict tracer location on the third image.
_1

5. Tracking

The algorithm for automatically generating wind vectors by following tracers through a series of images has not
changed significantly from its initial
implementation (Merrill 1989). The
present algorithm utilizes a sequence
of three images. The height assign-

FIG. 3. Example showing the calculation of an H 0-intercept cloud height.
Radiances (mW m~ sr cm) for the infrared window and water vapor absorption
channels within the observation area are plotted against each other. Pixel
measurements of radiance appear as dots, squares, or crosses. The straight line
is defined by the cluster of warm pixels (squares) and the cluster of cold pixels
(crosses). The curved line represents the Planck function of blackbody radiance
of an opaque cloud as a function of cloud-top pressure. The intersection of the
two lines (denoted by the circle) identifies the semitransparency corrected cloud
height.
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Differences between first and second
vectors of more than a threshold value
(currently 5 m s" ) are used for initial
rudimentary quality control of the product. These differences are reevaluated
during the automated quality control
step (section 6) after the tracking
phase.
A full cross-correlation algorithm
using pixel brightness differences is
also available, but it is more computationally demanding and makes highdensity coverage more difficult. The
advent of more powerful computing
resources has made the full crosscorrelation methodology more practical, and potential operational use will
FIG. 4. The objective editing system for Cloud Motion Vectors (CMVs).
be studied in the near future.
While no changes have been necessary to the pattern-matching routines
themselves, various modifications have been made from the preliminary analysis is eliminated. A pento the logistics involved in data handling. Early alty function defined by
versions of the automated software accessed a navigation solution for only the initial image and asV
f
/ T -T
sumed the solution was valid for subsequent
m i,j,k
,j.k
^
v=
imagery. The software now obtains navigation speV
K j V F, j
J
cific to each image. Predicted tracer locations on
(2)
the third image previously had been calculated from
dd m — ddi,j,k , /
predicted locations on the second image rather than
dd J v F J
the actual calculated positions. This problem has
also been corrected, leading to an increased success rate for finding successful second vectors. where V is velocity, T is temperature, P is pressure,
dd is direction, and s is speed, is applied to the wind
data in this second analysis for reassigning the heights
6. Quality control
of the winds to a height where they best fit the analysis. In (2), F represents the relative weight applied to
An important improvement to the automated each of the quantities shown, the subscripts (i,j,k)
wind production system came with the new version identify values from the analysis, and values
of the automated quality control algorithm. The subscripted by (m) refer to the wind measurements;
automated procedure for quality control and objec- currently used values are F = 2, F = 10, F = 100, F
tive editing of the data has been well documented = 1000, and F = 1000. A final pass of the recursive
(Hayden and Velden 1991; Hayden 1993; Hayden filter is performed to assess the quality of the height
reassignments within the analyses, and a quality flag
and Nieman 1996).
In practice, the automated editing algorithm is for each satellite-derived wind is estimated.
In recent years, the objective editor has undergone
quite complicated (Fig. 4), but the methodology can
be summarized in four main steps. A three- an extensive upgrade with attention to improving qualdimensional recursive filter analysis (Hayden and ity control, especially the recursive filter or quality flag
Purser 1995) is performed on the available numeri- (RFF), which is a measure of vector quality and is
cal forecast data. Satellite-derived winds are incor- appended to each datum following the analysis. In the
porated into the analysis in a second pass of the early version of the algorithm, differences in vecrecursive filter, and wind data that differs greatly tor root-mean-square error with respect to rawin1
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sonde observations throughout the
range of acceptable RFF flags were
confined to only 0.5 m s . The new
quality control procedures show an
expanded range of over 4 m s
from the lowest acceptable RFF values to the highest (Table 3, to be
further discussed in section 8), and
the resultant quality flag on the final winds is now believed to be
more meaningful to the user.
Numerous suggestions from the
user community have influenced
revisions. The maximum pressure
reassignment is now constrained to
150 hPa; less than 5% of the vectors
are affected by this constraint. Also,
the revised editor has tightened the
tropopause check to a threshold
lapse rate of less than 0.5 K per
25 hPa above 300 hPa in hopes that
it will be less likely to reassign
heights to some stratospheric value.
The revised editor contains an
adjustment for the well-documented
slow bias of Cloud Motion Vectors
(CMVs; Nieman et al. 1996b). The
quarterly statistical summaries of
the European Centre for MediumRange Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
routinely show this feature, with
respect to both rawinsonde measurements and coincident speeds of
the ECMWF forecast. For GOES-7
winds produced by an automated
system without bias adjustment, the
bias often reached -5 m s at higher
wind speeds. The bias is also
present in comparisons with the
aviation forecasts from NCEP,
which are used in the derivation FIG. 5. GOES-8 cloud-drift winds over the North Atlantic Ocean for 1200 UTC
and quality control of GOES CMVs. 1 October 1996. (a) The result of normal operational targeting density, (b) The
To mitigate this slow bias, the re- planned high-density targeting approach. High-level (100-400 hPa) winds are in
vised editing procedure now incre- blue, midlevel (400-700 hPa) winds are in green, and low-level (700-950 hPa)
ments each vector with 7% of the winds are in yellow.
speed of the forecast, interpolated
to its reassigned level, provided that
the forecast wind speed is greater than 10 m s . 7. Coverage density
This is analogous to the bias corrections routinely
applied to radiance measurements to achieve
Operational implementation of the automated
agreement with forward calculations.
wind production software by NESDIS occurred in
-1
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_1

_1
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1992. Since that time, the combination of faster
computer architecture, exclusive CPU access, and
adjusted target selection has led to a significant increase in the number of cloud-drift winds that can
be produced from each image sequence. In autumn of 1996, NESDIS planned to increase the
targeting density within operational processing by
a factor of 10. The forecast products development
team within NESDIS is currently running this very
high density product in parallel to operational production (Gray et al. 1996). An example of the difference in coverage is shown in Fig. 5.
This very high density wind production increases the reports in areas already covered by the
normal density product but also introduces vectors
in areas of high curvature (and therefore potentially
large deviation from the numerical forecast). The
automated editing algorithm compares each wind
to an analysis that includes both forecast data and
the winds themselves. Thus, even without modifying the various weighing factors within the automated editing scheme that regulate the influence
of forecast data, the use of higher-density processing implicitly reduces the dependence on model
forecast data (Velden et al. 1992). Research has suggested the tuning of weighing factors to further
downweight the influence of forecast data can optimize quality control for specific meteorological
scenarios such as tropical cyclones (Velden et al.
1997).
8. Verification

a. Methodology

The traditional assessment of the accuracy of
cloud-motion winds is accomplished by comparison
with collocated rawinsondes over continental regions
(Hayden and Nieman 1996). Although new approaches to verification have been developed, the established methodology remains the best means of
benchmarking the effect of improvements in the winds
derivation procedure.
Collocation within 2° latitude and longitude is required for valid comparison (Menzel et al. 1996). The
rawinsonde data from the surface to 100 hPa are interpolated to pressure levels that are no more than 20 hPa
apart; interpolation is linear in log p for temperature
and linear in p for wind components. The satellite observation is compared with each level of the interpolated
profile. A penalty function similar to that used in au1128

tomated quality control (2) is calculated for each
level and the minimum is chosen as the level of best
fit. The objectively selected level may be further
modified to an average with the adjacent levels
above (below) the original choice if the averaged
P, T, V yield an improved minimum penalty. It is
required that an actual measured (not interpolated)
wind be within 50 hPa of the selected level. If not,
the match is rejected.
The vector difference (VD). between an individual wind report (/) and the collocated rawinsonde (r) report used for verification is given by

(VD),. = ^ - f / . f + r t - ^ ) •
2

(3)

+

(4)

The speed bias is given by
(BIAS),.=lX(Vf/ + K
;

2

2

The mean vector difference (MVD) is
(MVD) = l £ ( V D ) ,
4

^
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and the standard deviation (SD) about the mean vector difference is
(SD) = ^ i [ ( V D , ) - ( M V D ) ] .
2
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)

The root-mean-square error (rmse) is the square root
of the sum of the squares of the mean vector difference and the standard deviation about the mean vector difference,
(rmse) = J(MVD) + (SD)

(7)

b. Overall performance

Figure 6 shows monthly statistics for rmse and bias
since late 1992, close to the beginning of automated
cloud-motion wind production within NESDIS.
Throughout this entire period, manual quality control
of the GOES-7 winds was performed by NESDIS
personnel, although only results of automated processing are shown here. Root-mean-square error valVol. 78,, No. 6, June 1997
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ues were very high during the
first winter of automated production, primarily due to logistical problems during the 0000
UTC cycle daily. The improvement in the statistics in
March of 1993 reflects when
this problem was corrected. In
September of 1994, the entire
winds production system was
ported from an IBM 4381
MVS system to IBM RS6000
UNIX workstations. The new
automated quality control procedures became operational at FIG. 6. Monthly collocation statistics for R A O B and N O A A / N E S D I S operational
this time, and the first bias ad- automated cloud-drift winds. GOES-7 wind statistics are depicted by a solid line. GOES-8
justments using a five percent wind statistics are dashed. The upper two curves represent rmse and the lower two curves
guess weighing were em- represent bias in meters per second.
ployed in late December of
1994. The effect on the bias
statistics was immediate. The persistent 2.0 m s concerns that this dependence on forecast data limslow bias in the product was nearly halved, and its the usefulness of the winds products. An exsmall improvements in rmse were also observed. ample and two brief experiments are presented here
In the summer of 1995, the bias adjustment was to investigate this issue.
further optimized to 7%. The GOES-7 cloud-moThe first experiment was designed to quantify
tion winds product retained the C0 -slicing algo- the effects of using model data to forecast the lorithm as its primary height assignment tool cation of tracers in subsequent imagery. In normal
throughout production, and the new tracer selec- operational procedure, the search domain is position and tracking methodologies were never em- tioned in the subsequent imagery at the location
ployed.
forecast by a numerical model to save computaThe GOES-8 cloud-motion winds product came tional expense. The search domain is extended 21
on-line in late 1994 and, from the outset, employed pixels in the north-south direction and 37 pixels
most of the new procedures discussed in this pa- in the east-west, which is about 80 km in either diper. New tracer selection procedures enabled rection at nadir when the oversampling of the instrugreater product density in regions of interest, the ment is taken into account (Menzel and Purdom
H 0-intercept algorithm replaced C0 -slicing as the 1994). Therefore a deviation from the forecast vecprimary height assignment tool, and the new auto- tor motion of approximately 45 m s is possible.
mated quality control algorithm employed a speed Since the search domain is rectangular and in pixel
bias adjustment of 7%. Experience with automated space, a greater deviation is allowed for motion that
GOES-7 cloud-motion winds suggested that the is away from the equator or not purely north-south
GOES-8 product could be generated with a fully or east-west. These operational procedures were
automated approach, without the traditional manual used in a control run. The experimental winds were
quality control; this was done. The GOES-8 winds processed without using forecast data during the
product became operational in early 1996; it is the tracking phase. The search domain was always
best product, in terms of both quantity and qual- centered at initial target location and expanded to
84 pixels in both directions, thus exploring possible
ity, that NESDIS has ever produced.
velocities in excess of 100 m s . Without benefit
of forecast data, the tracking program took approxic. Satellite winds and numerical model forecast
As mentioned previously, numerical forecast guid- mately five times longer to complete. The results
ance is used in both the tracking and automated edit- for five GOES-8 high-density cloud-drift wind cases
ing procedures during wind generation. There are are shown in Table 1. The usual automated quality
_1
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moved the front too slowly. A coherent signature of model deviation is
also apparent in the upper-level flow.
The anticyclonic nature of the deviations associated with the area of high
pressure south of the northwestern cyclone suggests that the strength of this
anticyclone has been underforecast,
and that result is consistent with the
Number
aforementioned cold-frontal position.
The second experiment is designed
1020
to quantify the effects of using model
data during automated editing proce1489
dures. To that end, normal operational
processing for the same five cases was
again used as the control, with the exception that the targeting density was increased to
the level that NESDIS used operationally by autumn
of 1996 (Fig. 5). The experimental winds were
auto-edited with forecast data (thermal and wind)
valid for a winds cycle a week earlier. Thus the
guess was not valid for the correct time, and therefore it was unrepresentative of even synoptic-scale
motion. However, correct thermal and wind forecast data was used during the targeting and tracking phases for both cases. The results from this
experiment are shown in Table 2.
Before editing, the winds displayed a very high
rmse of 9.83 m s when compared to rawinsondes,
and the bias of -1.71 m s was somewhat high.
Normal editing procedures reduced the total sample
by 28% and the rmse was lowered to 6.51 m s . It
is important to note that this model forecast incorporates rawinsonde information and other very
high density observations over North America
(validation domain), and as a result it is quite good.

1. RAOB collocation statistics over the United States for five cases
in July 1995. Cloud-drift winds inferred with no numerical guidance during the
tracking phase (NO FORECAST) are verified versus those using a 12-h forecast
from the NCEP/MRF (12-h medium-range forecast). Forecast data (12-h) from
the NCEP/MRF at a horizontal resolution of 2° were used as background during
automated editing procedures for both cases. "SAT" refers to the GOES wind
measurements. "GUESS" refers to the model wind at measurement location.
TABLE

SAT
rmse

GUESS
rmse

SAT
bias

RAOB
speed

NO FORECAST

6.57

6.04

-0.74

14.26

12H MRF

6.50

5.99

-0.86

14.28

control procedures were used in both control and
experiment.
Using forecast data during the tracking phase appears to have no effect on the quality, in terms of both
rmse and bias, of the cloud-drift winds. The biggest
difference is the total number of winds produced,
where the use of forecast data increased the amount
of final vectors by over 30%. There is no reduction in
mean speed of the resulting sample, suggesting that
winds of even the highest speed classes survive in both
runs, and this is in fact evident upon inspection of the
winds (not shown). All features are well represented
in both runs. The larger search domain used in the
experimental run allows more opportunity for matching incorrect features, and those winds are eliminated
by acceleration checks or automated editing procedures, resulting in the smaller sample. Since the use
of forecast data during tracking significantly increases
the sample size without effecting the quality of the
product, its use is justified and encouraged to allow
efficient processing of large wind sets.
An example of high-density cloud___
drift winds and their deviation from TABLE 2. R A O B collocation statistics over the United States for five cases
the forecast (SAT forecast) that was in July 1995. Unedited (RAW) winds, nominally edited (EDITED) winds, and
used to create them is shown in Figs. winds edited using forecast data valid the previous week (EDITED/OLD) are
7a and 7b, respectively. In the data- shown.
poor region of the northern Pacific
Ocean, automated winds often deviate
SAT GUESS SAT
RAOB
significantly from the forecast in a
rmse
rmse
bias
speed Number
very coherent manner. Low-level
9.83
6.73
-1.71
14.76
3896
northwesterly flow in the center of the RAW
cold sector of the eastern cyclone is
14.84
6.51
6.35
-1.08
2788
measured to be equivalent to the model EDITED
forecast, while measurements near the EDITED/OLD
7.64
-2.14
1512
9.38
14.49
cold front suggest that the model has
_1

_1

_1
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The use of an erroneous forecast
as a background analysis during
editing resulted in a degradation of
3.03 m s in the forecast rmse,
while the product using that forecast suffered an increase of only
1.13 ms . When an erroneous forecast was used, the winds product
outperformed that forecast by
1.74 m s in rmse. In the automated
editing algorithm, individual vectors are not compared strictly to the
model forecast, but rather to a reanalysis of the forecast that has been
modified using the winds themselves. As a result, in regions where
there are numerous coherent clouddrift wind reports, individual vectors are supported by other nearby
reports and are therefore allowed to
deviate further from the forecast as
a group than they would had they
been considered singly. There was
a significant loss in sample size
(45%) when the erroneous forecast
was used, due to a limited amount
of success in regions where the old
forecast differed greatly from the
true conditions, but winds of no particular speed class were omitted
since the mean speed of the samples
remained almost the same. It should
be noted that, although the rmse
numbers are very favorable, the
bias was increased by 1 m s when
the old forecast was used. The bias
adjustment methodology currently
relies on the speed of the forecast
and is no doubt at a disadvantage
when erroneous forecast data is incorporated. For this reason, bias ad- FIG. 7. An example of high-density GOES-9 cloud-drift winds over the northern
justment methodology within the Pacific Ocean, (a) Wind measurements at three different levels. High-level (100hPa) winds are in blue, midlevel (400-700 hPa) winds are in green, and lowNESDIS algorithm will soon rely on 400
level
(700-950 hPa) winds are in yellow, (b) Deviation of the measured winds from
the speed of the report itself and not the model
forecast.
the speed of the forecast.
Further analysis of this experiment shows that, even when erroneous forecast good vectors grouped into ranges of RFF for both
data is used, the quality control (recursive filter) runs are shown in Table 3. When the correct foreflags (RFF) associated with final cloud-drift wind cast data is used, wind quality improves by 4.36 m s~
reports still exhibit a strong correlation with vector rmse from the lowest RFF class to the highest. When
quality. Results from rawinsonde collocations for the erroneous forecast is used, although the over-1

-1

_1

_1
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3. RAOB collocation statistics over the United States for five cases
in July 1995. Statistics are separated into four classes of the recursive filter flag
(RFF) for both the case that was edited normally (CUR) and the case that was
edited using forecast data valid the previous week (OLD).
TABLE

SAT
rmse

GUESS
rmse

SAT
bias

RAOB
speed

Number

CUR RFF 50-60

7.40

6.70

-0.99

14.57

955

CUR RFF 60-70

6.32

6,47

-1.16

14,74

141

CUR RFF 70-80

5.49

5.69

-1.10

15.45

CUR RFF 80-90

3.04

3.59

-1.23

13.09

26

OLD RFF 50-60

8.24

9.80

-2.12

14.71

630

OLD RFF 60-70

7.53

9.63

-2,19

14.41

5 3 9

OLD RFF 70-80

6.71

8.19

-2.03

14.27

323

OLD RFF 80-90

4.38

6.87

-2.54

13.75

21

all product is somewhat degraded, wind quality still
improves by 3.86 m s" rmse from the lowest RFF
class to the highest. Note that, while winds of the
lowest successful RFF class do not outperform the
good forecast, they do outperform the erroneous
forecast, justifying their retention in regions where
the guess might normally be poor. Furthermore,
only a slight dependence on speed is noticeable between the different classes of RFF in both runs, suggesting that the highest classes do not merely
contain the slowest and easiest tracked winds.
From this experiment we conclude that if a large
number of spatially coherent cloud-drift winds are
produced, the objective editor may retain them even
if they deviate significantly from the background
model forecast. The unrealistic forecast that was
used during this experiment demonstrates an extreme example. In reality, oceanic analyses do not
benefit from a wealth of conventional data, so they
are somewhat degraded, but not nearly as much as
the guess that was used for this experiment (largescale and synoptic-scale features are usually well
represented in oceanic analyses). Thus, over oceanic regions, cloud-drift winds exhibit a sample size
comparable to that over continental regions and
have a much greater ability to positively effect subsequent model analyses in which they are assimi1
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lated (Velden et al. 1992). While RFF
does appear to be an indicator of vector quality in an overall statistical sense
even in regions where the background
model forecast is poor, it must be used
with considerable care. RFF should not
be used as a strictly linear weighting
factor during numerical analysis, and
winds exhibiting an RFF of 80 are not
30% better than those whose RFF is 50.
For example, qualitative research with
wind fields in tropical cyclone scenarios have suggested that low RFF
winds are important for maintaining
features (e.g., hurricane outflow, environmental circulations) not explicitly
defined in the background analyses
(Velden et al. 1997).
9. Summary

Although automated low-level
wind production has been operational
within NESDIS for several decades, high- and
midlevel GOES-7 cloud-drift wind production in
1991 was a completely manual task requiring a
large amount of resources. Operational cloud-drift
wind generation within NESDIS is now fully automated, generating both GOES-8 and GOES-9
cloud-drift winds at a density 10 times greater than
the operational GOES-7 density. Product quality has
improved during this period as well. Improved
tracer selection procedures eliminate targets in difficult regions and allow a higher target density, and
the incorporation of the H 0-intercept height assignment method allows an adequate representation of the heights of semitransparent clouds in the
absence of a C0 -absorption channel. The single
most important factor in this overall improvement
has been the upgraded auto-editor. Experiments
with high-density wind fields suggest that the new
auto-editor has skill and can allow significant deviation from the forecast guidance in regions
where the forecast is questionable.
2

2
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(SAB) within NESDIS. In many cases, feedback from SAB on the
operational performance of the automated techniques was the catalyst for the development of scientific improvements in the process.
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